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Gladys LefTler Gist, one of thousands of tenant farmers who worked on the
Northern Great Plains, was born in 1898 and spent her youth in rural Texas,
Missouri, Oklahoma, and Iowa. After graduating from high school in 1916,
she taught country school, took an accounting course, and worked in her
father's creamery. In 1921, she married Ray Gist, and the couple raised three
children during the Great Depression. For most of their forty-four years of
marriage, the Gists lived on rented farms in South Dakota, where Gladys
worked as a partner with her husband, sharing in frnancial decisions, keeping
farm records, and supplementing the family's farm income with money
earned from her own projects. While success or failure often depended on
Gladys Gist's efforts, history has largely ignored the vital contributions she
and countless thousands of other women made to their family farm opera-
tions and to the larger rural economy.

Even the field of women's history has allowed women like Gladys Gist to
fall through the historiographical cracks in at least three ways. First, Gladys
Gist was a "western" woman—especially during the decade her family lived
in Lyman County, South Dakota, which upon their arrival in 1926 had been
open to white settlement for under twenty years.' While she led a pioneer-like

The author presented a different version of this anide ac the 1992 Missouri Valley History
Conference in Omaha, Nebraska. He would like to thank Glenda Riley and Debotah Kuhn
McGregor tor their comments on that occasion.

1. Paula M. Nelson, After the West Was Won: Homesteaders and Town-Builders in Western
SouthDakota, ¡900-1917 (Iowa City: Utiivetsity of Iowa Press. 1986), pp. 17-19.
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wo South Dakota History

existence there, her twentieth-century life span eliminates her from most
accounts of women in the West. As Susan Armitage has argued, historians
"seldom write about the period before European settlement, and few have
ventured to write about the twentieth-century West."^ Glenda Riley's explo-
ration of western women's history in the 1970s shows how frontier studies
have dominated the field.^ Even when twentieth-century western women are
studied, they are likely to turn up as town dwellers, as in Karen Anderson's
"Western Women: The Twentieth-Century Experience," which deals with
the expansion and diversification of women's lives in western cities.'̂

Second, Gladys Gist was, by any realistic standard, a "working woman."
Yet, except for a few years as a country schoolteacher and bookkeeper in her
father's creamery, she spent most of her adult life on farms and never worked
for anyone else. As a result, she fails to appear in the many excellent recent
studies of various categories of female workers, who are mostly urban and
industrial or service-oriented.^ Finally, as tenant farmers who only briefly
owned a patch of farmland {which they lost during the Great Depression),
Gist and her husband Ray are rarely considered in studies of twentieth-
century agriculture on the Northern Great Plains. Gladys Gist truly is, in the
words of sociologist Carolyn E. Sachs, an "invisible farmer."''

Society in general has long undervalued and overlooked the lives and work
of farm women. Deborah Fink, a scholar who has begun to call attention to
twentieth-century farm women, described one Iowa woman whose farm-
related responsibilities included "bookkeeping, running errands, helping to
count and check cattle, helping to artificially inseminate cows, hauling grain
from the fields during harvest, weeding soybeans, buying cattle, and cooking

2. Susan Armitage, "Through Women's Eyes: A New View of the West," in The Women's
West, ed. Susan Armitage and Elizabeth Jameson (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1987), p. 11.

3. Gienda Riley, "Women on the Great Plains: Recent Developments in Research," Great
Plains Quarterly 5 (Spring 1985): 81-92.

4. Karen Anderson, "Western Women: The Twentieth Century Experience," in The Twenti-
eth-Century West: Historical Interpretations, ed. Gerald D. Nash and Richard W. Eriilain (Albu-
querque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989), pp, 99-122. A few studies ofrwentierh-ccncury
western women exist, of course. See, for example. Katherine Jellison, "Women and Technology
on the Great Plains. 1910-40," Great Plains Quarterly 8 (Summer 1988): 145-57, and Dorothy
Schwieder and Deborah Fink, "Plains Women: Rural Life in the 1930s," Great Plains Quarterly
8 (Spring 1988): 79-88.

5. See, for instance, Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work: A History of Wage-Earning Women in
the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982); David M. Katzman, Seven Days a
Week: Women and Domestic Service in Industrializing America (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1981); and Margery W. Davies, Woman's Place ¡s at the Typewriter: Office Work and Office
Workers, 1870-1930 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1982).

6. Sachs examines the role of women in agriculture throughout United States history in The
Invisible Farmers: Women in Agricultural Production (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman & Allanheld,
1983).
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Gladys Gist lOI

s (îrst, ¡uniiiY/l lur,- wiih her children in Lyman County
m I9.Í2, represents thousands of women whose contrihutions to family

farms are just beginning to he acknowledged hy historians.

for hired men." Yet, Fink reported, this obviously busy woman was "sta-
tistically listed as not working.'" As Sachs comments, "There is still a strong
tendency to see men as farmers and women as [merely] farmer's wives."^ His-
torians have tended to mirror this attitude, especially in regard to twentieth-
century form women. John Mack Faragher has termed rural women "among
the most underrepresented of all Americans in the standard histories," while
Joan M. Jensen asserts that historians "still have an incomplete and frag-
mentary knowledge of the work roles that women have played.'"'

7. Deborah Fink. Open Country, Iowa: Rural Women, Tradition and Change (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1986), p. 9.

8. Sachs, Jnvisihle Farmers, p. xi.
9. John Mack Faragher. "History from the Inside-Out; Writing the Histot>- of Women in

Rural America." American Quarterly 5i (Winter l'JSl): 537; Joan M. Jensen. Promise to the
Land: Fssays on Rural Women (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, r )9 I ) , p. 258.
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Of course, one consequence of extensive study is the tendency to place
subjects in historiographical compartments even though they (including west-
ern women) rarely fit neatly into categories. Elizabeth Jameson has argued
that the lives of western women were much more complicated than historians
have frequently let on. They were not either "gentle tamers" or passive,
oppressed drudges; liberated frontier females or representatives of the Vic-
torian "Cult of True Womanhood"; strictly "private" or, after suffrage, sud-
denly "public" women. Because elements of all of these perceptions, self-
images, and realities found their way into the lives of most women, the exer-
cise of examining the ways in which they influenced the lives of individuals
like Gladys Gist is a useful one.'"

Gist was a woman who served her family in the traditional role of wife and
mother, seeking to provide education and culture for her children and solace
for her hard-working husband. Yet, she was also a vital contributor to the
family economy, an important decision maker, and a partner in almost every
aspect of the Gists' farming business. Just as importantly, the other members
of her family recognized, appreciated, and relied upon her fulfillment of these
diverse roles, If the history of a family can be described as a series of power
relationships, then the Gists of South Dakota provide an excellent look at
one farm woman's exertion of power within her family. Finally, an analysis of
Gladys Gist's life reveals the importance of nontraditional sources in ferreting
out information about individuals. Farm account books, Gladys Gist's rem-
iniscences of her forty years of tenant farming, and the remarkably frank oral
and written memoirs of surviving family members provide the core sources
for this paper."

Two episodes in the reminiscences of Gladys Leffler Gist help to illu-
minate her personality, pride, and perception of herself as both a person and
a farm wife. One incident took place late in February 1945, after she put her
second son, eighteen-year-old Rodney, on a bus to army boot camp. Rod's
departure was only one of her problems. Her oldest son, Kent, had already
served in the Pacific Theater for a year; her mother, who lived with the Gist
family, was bedridden with an assortment of ailments; and her husband could
hardly walk because of an attack of the arthritis that would plague him for
the next twenty years. To top it all off, the Gists' landlord had recendy

10. Elizabeth Jameson, "Women as Workers, Women as Civilizers: True Womanhood in the
American West," in Women's West. pp. 145-65.

11. Gladys Gist, the paternal grandmother of the author's wife, l.inda Gist Marten, wrote in
the early 1960s a year-by-year chronicle of her liic, beginning wich her marriage to Ray Gist in
1921. Theautbor of this article has edited that memoir in Chasing Rainbotos: A Recollection of the
Great Plains, 1921-1975 (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1993). Tbe farm account books
that Gladys Gisi kepi faiihfiilly for over forry years provide detailed information on the family's
business practices and material well-being. The Gist farm records for 1928 tbrougb 1964 now
reside in tbe State Arcbives, Soutb Dakota State Historicai Society (SDSHS), Pierre, S.Dak.
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announced that they had to find a new home because he wanted his own
draft-age son to take over the farm and thus avoid military service. As a re-
sult, the Gist family would be on the road on 1 March, the traditional mov-
ing date for tenant farmers, and Gladys and her teenage daughter, Ruth, had
barely begun to pack. After she arrived home from the bus station, Gladys
recalled twenty years later, "1 went to bed and had a great big cry. I thought
that was all there was left to do and my morale really hit bottom." When she
opened her eyes, however, she remembered that "there were so many things
to do that I got busy, and life was full as usual."'^

Gist's mental toughness was complemented by a feeling of her own self-
worth, as reflected in an episode that took place in 1927. The Gists lived at
that time on a hardscrabble farm in Lyman Gounty, west of the Missouri
River in South Dakota. Earlier that year, the house in which they were liv-
ing—along with most of their possessions—had burned. Having no Insu-
rance, the family moved Into a bedbug-infested house nearby, where the only
water source was an artesian well across the road. On washday, three barrels
of water had to be hauled to the farm and softened with lye. Using a wash-
board and plenty of hand-wringing. Gist would eventually get the clothes
clean. "One day," she wrote in her reminiscences, "when I had finished clean-
ing up the kitchen after washing 1 picked up a magazine while 1 nursed the
baby [Rodney]. These lines flashed across the page: 'You can scrub your floor
as a dreary drudge, or you can scrub it as queen of your castle.' I never forgot
the comparison."'^

Gladys Gist never thought of herself as a drudge; despite hard times and
the never-ending hard work, she made a place for herself in her community
and In the farm economy. At every stage of her marriage to Ray Gist, she was
an important source of income and produce, a potent force in family and
business decisions, and a guiding influence in the overall functioning of the
family. One thing, however, needs to be stated clearly. As the second anec-
dote indicates. Gist wholeheartedly accepted her domestic role. Portraying
her as a sort of proto-feminist who chafed at the bonds of patriarchy would
be inaccurate, for she was very much a traditional wife and mother. At the
same time, she functioned as a full business partner to her husband. They
shared decisions regarding the purchase of machinery, the renting of addi-
tional land, and most other aspects of their farming operations.

Gladys and Ray Gist began their partnership In 1921, in far northwest
Iowa, even though both had spent at least part of their formative years in the
Ozark region of southwest Missouri. Gladys briefly attended an accounting
school in Kansas Gity after graduating from Inwood High School; she
returned home to teach country school and keep books in the creamery her

12. Gist, Chasing Rainbows, p. 82.
13. Ibid., pp. 41-42.
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father managed. She met Ray when he worked for a time on her father's
farm, and their courtship survived Ray's combat service in Europe during
World War I. Ray and Gladys lived on three different farms during their first
five years of marriage. In 1926, looking for opportunities in the still-opening
West, they moved to Lyman County, where they endured (moving two more
times) until 1937, when they relocated to a farm near Ganton, South Dakota,

Ray and Gladys Gist had heen married far three
years w¡)en they posed for this formai portrait in ¡924.

across the Big Siotix River from Inwood. Three years later, they moved to a
farm near Madison, in Lake County, South Dakota. After several moves
within that county, they finally settled on their last farm home in 1945,
where they would live until they bought a house in town in 1964.'"'

14. Ibid, pp. 3-11.33,65-66, 125.
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Gladys Gist's first economic contribution came in 1921, when she used
the savings from her few years as a country schoolteacher to furnish what she
later called their "dream home" on the 320-acre farm she and Ray rented just
west oflnwood, Iowa. Among the furnishings, she recalled, were "the most
beautiful cook stove . . . that 1 had ever seen," made of white enamel with
chrome trim and a blue steel cooking top; a piano; a bedroom suite; an orien-
tal-patterned wool rug; a New Home sewing machine; a number of chairs;
and two beds.'^ Most of these belongings would be destroyed in the dis-
astrous fire six years later.

Gist's economic input continued throughout the more than four decades
of her marriage. She was responsible for processing the milk products that
nourished her growing family and provided important farm income via
cream checks. Other income earned through her nearly exclusive tabor came
from the sale of eggs and poultry. At times, the Gists owned six hundred
hens, and even as they wound down their farming operation in the early
1960s, Gladys cared for two hundred chickens. Her toil provided a sig-
nificant percentage of the cash income earned from their farming enterprise,
especially during the plagues of drought and grasshoppers during the 1930s.
The Gists, like the families Dorothy Schwieder examined in her 1985 article
on South Dakota Farm women during the Great Depression, could not have
survived without the income from "female" chores."'

In 1930, for instance, Gladys Gist's income from cream, eggs, and poultry,
combined with the value of the garden produce grown for "home consump-
tion," amounted to fifty-nine percent of the gross income of the farm. Four
years later, she contributed forty-seven percent of the family's earnings, and
during the Second World War her share of profits ranged from thirty-two to
thirty-seven percent. Even during the halcyon days—for the Gists, at least—
of the 1950s and early 1960s, her cream, eggs, and poultry operations
brought in at least fifteen percent, and as much as twenty-four percent, of the
farm's annual gross earnings.''̂  Looking back at her large post-World War II
flock of chickens, Gist wrote in the 1960s that she had a "sizable egg
income," which she used to meet "household expenses."'" During the darkest
years of the depression, however, Gladys Gist's income, federal Agricultural
Adjustment Administration programs, and work-relief benefits were all that
kept the Gists from falling into abject poverty.

Besides these vital financial contributions, Gladys Gist frequently pitched
in in other ways. She picked corn by hand during their first year back in east-

15. Ibid., pp. 22-23.
16. Dorothy Schwieder, "Sotith Dakota Farm Women and the Great Depression,"

the West 24, no. 4 (Oct. 1985): 6-18.
17. Gist Farm Records, SDSHS.
18. Gist, Chasing Rainbows, p. 98.
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ern South Dakota, recalling thirty years later that it "looked like yellow gold
to us who had endured so many years of crop failure and drouth."''' She also
raised and sold "wild" turkeys in Lyman County, earned over one hundred
dollars for helping to compile the 1930 federal census, and boarded threshing
crews during harvest. She milked cows, both when her sons were youngsters
in Lyman County and after they had left home twenty years later, even
though she found the work bothersome. On occasion, when the Gists lived
out west and had no feed for the livestock, she and young Kent would drive
the car onto the open prairie to ride herd on the cattle as they grazed.'" Her
participation in the farm business did not indicate a rejection of a gender-
based division of labor but rather an understanding of what it took to keep a
farm going—especially a farm operating at the edge of survival.

These contributions to her family's material well-being hardly made Gist
special among South Dakota's thousands of farm wives. Indeed, much of her
stoty is important not for its uniqueness but for its representativeness. Even
so. Gist may have been somewhat less than typical in the influence she
exerted in farm and business decisions. She never appears in her own rem-

19. Ibid., p. 71.
20. Ibid., pp. 38, 47, 54-55, 58, 100.

Gladys Gist contributed to her family's fanning operation hy hoarding threshers
like those pictured here on their rented farm near Canton in the late 1930s.
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iniscences as anything less than a fiill partner with her husband. Their chil-
dren unanimously remembered them as partners in al! things. Although their
daughter Ruth "never heard them raise voices in anger or, at the other end of
the spectrum, show any physical afïection for each other," she knew that a
"very deep respect and devotion" had grown between them.'' This mutual
respect helped them, recalled son Kent, even during the toughest times, to
"make us feel secure, even though . . . they had their own misgivings.""

In matters of discipline and child-rearing, Gladys and Ray Gist presented,
in Ruth's words, "a solid front," which also described their conduct of the
farm.-' Son Rod suggested that it was Gladys who kept abreast of the needs
of and developments on the farm, and he believed that his father, appre-
ciating her good business judgment, cleared most decisions with her.^'' Kent
thought that Ray, who had barely completed sixth grade, "was always a little
in awe of being married to a former .school teacher."''' Ray relied on Gladys
to keep the farm accounts, which she did on the first day of every month, and
depended on her for advice in making business decisions. Throughout her
reminiscences. Gist referred to instances in which "we" made choices such as
the decision to rent more land and buy more equipment during and just after
World War II or to give Kent a quarter section of their rented farm to man-
age when he returned from the army in 1946.^'' Gist summarized the late
1940s and 1950s in words that revealed how closely she identified herself
with the recent success of their farming operation; "With the machinery we
had acquired over the last few years, we were able to do the most of our . . .
farming alone now hiring only a few days of help. . . . These were happy
years, working together."-''

Kent recalled one decision his parents made that had an immeasurable
effect on his own life. In 1947, after working part of his father's rented farm
for a year and becoming engaged to his future wife, he suggested to Ray that
"between us we could buy 240, or 360 acres of land, and have enough
machinery and stock to farm it. We could get some housing of some kind for
Edith and I, and should be able to make a go oí it." Neither Kent nor Ray
could afford to buy much land at the steadily rising postwar prices, but Kent
reasoned that they could do it together. "Dad was willing," Kent remem-
bered, "but Mother had a terrible fear of debt, and insisted land prices were
so high it would be impossible to make a go of it." Ray backed off the idea.

21. Ruih Gist Spencet to tbe autbor, 20 Aug. 1989.
22. Kent Gist, miscellaneous memoir, autbor's collection.
23. .Spencer to tbe author, 20 Aug. 1989.
24. Rodney Gist, miscellaneous memoir, author's collection.
25. Kent Gist, aurobiograpbical statement, p. 15, author's collection.
26. Gist, Chasing Rainbows, pp. 83, 94, 98.
27. Ibid., p. 114.
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Despite their fréquent
moves as tenant fanjiers, the
Gist children recall a stähle, secure
home life. Pictured here during
the family's Lyman County
years are (lefi) Kent and
Rodney and (helow) Rodney,
Kent, and Ruth.
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the elder Gists stayed on their rented farm, and Kent and his bride, unwilling
to become tenants subject to the whims of landlords, headed for "greener pas-
tures" in Washington State. They never again lived on the Great Plains.^^

This experience may have influenced Kent's feelings about his mother, for
he has believed ever since that Gladys Gist was something of a "worry wart,"
who "missed some of the good times by worrying too much about all the
things that could go wrong."^"* Gist's reminiscences do not reveal a par-
ticularly fretful person; rather, her tone is one of thankfulness and pride in
having survived many years of toil and not-infrequent hardship. Yet, because
of her close association with farm decisions, it would not be surprising that
she found herself worrying about risks, especially in the late 1940s, when it
seemed the Gists, both of whom were in their early fifties, finally had things
going their way.

Kent firmly believed that his mother was "a catalyst of sorts in the fem-
ily."^" Her interests, economic or social, were always well represented in fam-
ily decisions and activities. For instance, despite the stern economy forced on
the Gists during the 1920s and 1930s, Gladys always found material re-
sources and time for music. Kent played a variety of instruments; Ruth and
Rodney learned the violin; and all three took piano lessons, The family sang
together "from the time we could talk," according to Kent, and sometimes
played in pick-up bands with neighbors.*' Upon arriving in Presho, Gist her-
self took violin lessons from the Methodist minister's wife. She returned to
her music lessons as a septuagenarian, although she admitted to feeling
"kinda foolish." Nevertheless, the ardent Republican declared in her diary,
"at least it's not a Government Senior Citizen project. I'm paying for it
myself "̂ ^

Gladys Gist also insisted on getting her way in more weighty matters. In
1957, Ray's brother John, with whom they had lived in the early 1920s as
newljTiveds, appeared on their doorstep. He had been an alcoholic for years
and for some reason had left the California sanitarium in which he had been
living for some time. Gladys had frequently cared for her own mother and for
a number of Ray's nieces and nephews since early in their marriage, but this
incident was apparently a last straw. She eventually convinced Ray that his
irresolute and nearly helpless brother had to be sent back to the West Coast.^'
A decade earlier, Gladys had finally decided that she had had enough of her

28. Kent Gist, autobiographical statement, p. 20.
29. Kent Gist to the author, 18 Aug. 1989.
30. Kent Gist to the author, 9 Oct. 1989.
31. Kent Gist, autobiographical statement, p. 15; Gist, Chasing Rainbows, pp. 76-77.
32. Rodney Gist, miscellaneous memoir; Gladys Gist Diary, 11 July 1968, Ruth Gist Spencer

Collection, Madison, S.Dak.
33. Gist, Chasing Rainbows, pp. 114-15.
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old cooking appliances^—-a smoky three-burner kerosene stove and an ancient
wood-burning oven. Both Ray and Gladys's mother resisted the idea of buy-
ing a new gas range, fearing the potential for explosions. Gladys, however,
put her foot down, taking Ruth into Madison to get a new Tappan range
that Gladys called "the most beautiful [one] I could find." The rest of her
family, she wrote in her reminiscence, "had to grin and bear it." Later, a small
explosion actually did singe Ruth's eyebrows and hair, but Gladys never men-
tioned the incident to Ray.'**

The importance of Gladys Gist to her family's economic well-being and
her deep involvement in all elements of the family's farming operation are
clearly reflected in the account books that she kept throughout her marriage.
Her recordkeeping and marginalia not only reveal important elements of her
personality, but they also show the ways in v '̂hich her own interests were
incorporated into the family's activities and priorities. She kept extremely
detailed books, listing the names of workhorses and milk cows; adding up
every automobile and tractor expense, no matter how small; inventorying
equipment, assets, and debts at the beginning of each year; separating oper-
ating expenses from household expenses; and compiling statistics on the
amount of crops sown, harvested, threshed, sold, or kept for seed. She
included the tiniest details of family finances. For instance, she recorded in
1938 that they traded two chickens in return for a year's subscription to the
Canton Sioux Valley News. During the depths of the depression (the Gists
had thirty cents on hand on I June 1930), she recorded income of ninety-
two cents for "old bottles" and forty cents for selling rabbits.

Gist divided her ledgers into a number of different categories, which
depended less on the amount of money involved than on the importance she
placed on that aspect of their lives. Even though she had a separate section for
"miscellaneous expenses," she also included lines for tiny purchases—
entertainment, music, stamps/paper/stationery, church clubs, or, simply, "to
boys"—because they were important to her and deserved separate mention,
even if their fiscal impact was minimal. For instance, in 1937, at perhaps the
lowest point in the Gists' economic lives, Gladys could list yearly expen-
ditures of only $2.00 for entertainment and $1.42 for music—important ele-
ments of her own life. She also revealed her lifelong interest in history-—a
penchant for compiling details and recording facts that also no doubt con-
tributed to her effective bookkeeping skills—by penciling in random
thoughts or incidents. In 1948, she wrote, "Kent married June 6" and "Rod
started to Iowa City" (to attend the university). She also noted Ruth's wed-
ding date as well as loans to Rodney for a car and payments for Ruth's college
tuition.

34. Ibid., 98-99; Ruth Gist Spencer, miscellaneous memoir, auchor's coUeaion.
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Gist's marginal comments about drought, depression, and grasshoppers in
1933 and 1934 also reflected her sense of history. In the first of these bitter
years of rural hardship, her ledger sections for each of the family's major
crops offered a litany of disaster: "Wheat—Grasshoppers destroyed crop
mowed what we could for hay." "Oats^—Grasshoppers destroyed crop as fast
as it came up." "Gom—Grasshoppers destroyed all corn and about half of
cane. Had about 5 or 6 loads left of late growth." She wryly stated that there
was "no harvest expense this year" and that "pigs can't be given away here
this year." A year later she wrote sadly: "Greatest drought in recent history no
crop. Young grain all killed by dust storms." The Gists earned only $688.05
in 1934.3^

The precise recordkeeping, the attention to expenses that spoke to her
interests, and the deep, sometimes desperate, involvement in all areas of farm
operations show Gist to be a partner in every aspect of her life with Ray Gist.
While Gladys did not ignore her job as a traditional mother, she supple-
mented her domestic role by providing Ray with business advice and eco-
nomic contributions throughout their farming careers. Joan Jensen has
written that although women have produced income for farm families for
centuries, their profits have been "absorbed into the household economy to
make it more productive, with any surplus reinvested in male-directed eco-
nomic ventures."^^ Gladys Lefiler Gist refused to let her income be sub-
merged in the larger farming venture: she helped to make important
decisions; she knew exactly what her contribution to the family income was
(she occasionally referred to "my" eggs in the record books); and she made
sure that her interests and priorities were recorded and acted upon. Her life
supports Carolyn Sachs's suggestion that, as farming became more com-
mercial, major decisions on borrowing money, buying or renting land, and
purchasing machinery became joint rather than solely male decisions. The
dynamics of the Gist family also seem to reflect the sorts of negotiations that
Laura Ingalls Wilder's fictionalized parents carried on in what Kathryn Adam
calls a "constantly negotiated equilibrium" between male and female inter-
ests.̂ ^

More than a decade ago, Joan Jensen and Darlis Miller argued tbat one
thesis cannot encompass the complexity of women's experiences on the west-
ern frontier.^* In some ways, the debate over the role of women in the iarm

35. Gist Farm Records, SDSHS.
36. Jensen, Promise to the Land, p. 202.
37. Sachs, Invisible Farmers, pp. 29-32; Kathryn Adam, "Laura, Ma, Mary, Carrie, and Grace:

Western Women as Portrayed by Laura Ingalls Wilder," in Women i West, p. 100.
38. 5« Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A. Miller, "The Gentle Tamers Revisited: New Approaches

to the History of Women in the American West," Pacific Historical Review A^ (May 1980): 173-
213.
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Taken in the early 1960s at their lasifanii home.
this photograph depicts Ray and Gladys Gist near the close

of their more than forty years as tenant-farm partners.

economy extends the argument over the "gentle tamer" approach to western
women's history into a different sphere. It is artificial and ahistorical to sepa-
rate the activities of men and women In the agricultural economy. In the
hard, practical, everyday world of twentieth-century farm life, there are-—and
were—fewer steadfast distinctions between male and female roles than sta-
tistics and popular images may indicate. A certain amount of work has to be
done on a farm, and somebody does it. In the case of Gladys Leffler Gist, the
application of historical method to mundane events and incidents and ever)'-
day beliefs and activities demonstrates that her contributions to the family
economy were apparent, recognized, and vital. The same Is probably true of
many other wives and mothers who made similar contributions in addition to
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fulfilling their traditional roles. Elizabeth Hampsten reminds us that "it is dif-
ficult to write about events that do not happen, or about conditions of living
that hardly change."^''

The availability of sources like those on Gladys Gist enables the historian
to reconstruct these women's lives and trace changing conditions and other-
wise "invisible" events. Gist's children were willing participants in this and
other studies, and Gist's own status as an amateur historian ensured the sur-
vival of farm records and a 150-page reminiscence. This situation cannot be
unique; orai and written sources are no doubt available for many farm
women of the twentieth century. As Deborah Fink has demonstrated,
"Women have been major participants and have stories to tell that will clarify
the events that have shaped rural life and made it distinctive."'*" The story of
Gladys Gist's life reflects the importance of rural women's experiences to the
larger historical record and reveals that strict attention to labels can be
misleading.

39. Elizabeth Hampsten, Read This Only to Yourself The Private Writing of Midwestern
Women. i880-¡9¡0 (Bloomingion: Indiana University Press, 1982), p. 2.

40. Fink, Open Country, Iowa, p. 7.
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